Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Thurs. 21 April 2022
Compiled Thurs. 21 April 2022 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret,
Journalist, Author: ―Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her
twenty two multiple personalities.‖

Military Law, Emergency Broadcast System
To Be Activated
Q 34 Q Clearance
Patriot, My fellow Americans,
Over the course of the next several days you will undoubtedly realize that we are taking back
our great country [the land of the free] from the evil tyrants that wish to do us harm and destroy
the last remaining refuge of shining light.
On POTUS‟ order, we have initiated certain fail-safes that shall safeguard the public from the
primary fallout which is slated to occur 11.3 upon the arrest announcement [actionable 11.4].
Confirmation [to the public] of what is occurring will then be revealed and will not be openly
accepted. Public riots are being organized in serious numbers in an effort to prevent the arrest
and capture of more senior public officials.
On POTUS‟ order, a state of temporary military control will be actioned and special ops carried
out.
False leaks have been made to retain several within the confines of the United States to prevent
extradition and special operator necessity. Rest assured, the safety and well-being of every man,
woman, and child of this country is being exhausted in full. However, the atmosphere within the
country will unfortunately be divided as so many have fallen for the corrupt and evil narrative
that has long been broadcast.
We will be initiating the Emergency Broadcast System [EMS] during this time in an effort to
provide a direct message [avoiding the fake news] to all citizens. Organizations and/or people
that wish to do us harm during this time will be met with swift fury – certain laws have been prelifted to provide our great military the necessary authority to handle and conduct these operations
[at home and abroad].
A Brighter Day

No matter who we are, or where we live, we all need “a brighter day” sometimes. We all need
to be uplifted and inspired. We need a moment to celebrate beauty and goodness, to find peace
and hope, and to sing praises to God.
July 14, 2019 - #4687 Music & the Spoken Word (thetabernaclechoir.org)

Judy Note: On Wed. 20 April Head of the Global Currency Reset Redemption Committee Dr.
Charlie Ward, announced that he had been informed that Wells Fargo Bank received the Federal
Reserve Codes for Republic accessibility to funds.
The world now expected China to announce its gold holdings in Beijing sometime after 12:01
am CST (midnight EDT Wed. 20 April).
This will give the Chinese Yuan full access to the IMF's basket of global reserve currencies,
known as SDRs (Special Drawing Rights), replacing the USD as the most influential global
currency in the world.
This subtle press release will automatically invoke the gold standard embodied in the UN Paris
Agreement.
This was expected to be ratified simultaneously and initiate our final disclosure protocols for the
global currency redefinition / Republic currency revaluation of the USN.
A. Global Currency Reset:









On Wed. 20 April 2022 the gold-backed Chinese Yuan replaced the US Dollar as the
most influential global currency, the announcement releasing a Global Currency Reset for
currencies of 210 nations.
The gold/asset-backed USN was expected to be online for trading sometime Wed. 20
April according to Bruce.
The Rodriquez and St. Germaine Trusts have been positioned for release this week with
a Back Wall of Sun. 1 May.
On Wed. 20 April 2022 Bond Holder monies were moving through the EU, the
Middle East, Dubai and heading West according to MarkZ.
At 2:00 am EDT on Wed. 20 April 2022, all Reno subgroup leaders expected to have
100% access to their newly renewed USN accounts for an immediate payout. This
includes the Admiral‘s Group, according to Charlie Ward.
On Sun. 1 May the Quantum Financial System activates for currency all over the world,
bringing with it the Rule of Law, an end to usury and to any of the Cartel's criminal back
door acts, while the QFS tracks money movement as well as the rights and wrongs of
people using it, plus ensures perpetrators would be quickly arrested.



By Sun. 1 May and after banks were open the general public could exchange currencies
at the new International Rates.

B.Wed. 20 April Fleming The Facts Are:











Abbott Downing is no longer attached to WF. They have separated and no longer are
shared entities.
China has been in the IMF's SDR listing for a couple of years already. What China hasn't
done is announce publicly their Gold-backed status. This will involve a revaluation.
The Rodriguez Trust and St. Germaine Trust have not moved forward. The payouts have
not happened. Their assets are on the QFS and controlled by the QFS, meaning following
legitimate protocols. That's huge, huge, huge.
The "Rescue" is to help from the covid plandemic that we've all been through for the past
few years leaving us all in a desperate state. The world needs a healing, that's for sure.
This phrase, "the global asset buyback program registered in the Rescue," describes the
transition from fiat to ISO 20022 digital currency. With the fiat USD and EUR,
previously under the control of CABAL IMF, BIS, UST, Feds and FivEyes - 3 letter
agencies all over the world, corrupted, and controlling the buy/sell of monetary
instruments and fixing rates - screwing countries to cause inflation just to enrich a few ending. The Great Rescue - or "Shift" as we prefer, can finally begin.
The only two countries not ISO compliant are: Venezuela and Iraq. They announced that
they are gold-backed and have digital currencies. They still haven't completed
compliance requirements, verified by a list that Nick holds.
We're only waiting for this ISO compliance, ISO 20022. When these two countries are
confirmed we will start RV GCR. This is happening before month end.

C. Restored Republic:







The Mass Media has been ordered to begin Ten Days of Disclosure containing Real
News happenings (no longer called Ten Days of Darkness) or they would lose their
broadcasting licenses, according to Bruce.
On Thurs. 21 April it was expected that Queen Elizabeth would be proclaimed
deceased, although sources say she has been dead for two years. The announcement
would set off ten days of mourning and shutdown of banks and commerce in the UK.
On Wed. 20 April 2022 the Ukraine Military Leader was asking for safety for himself,
his Military and Ukrainian people in a third country: https://youtu.be/2wV8rqURGx0
The President of Ukraine was gay; owned a $40 million Florida mansion; was deeply
connected to Hollywood and established Elites; hosted a multitude of US funded Bioweapon labs; paid Hunter Biden millions in bribes and was a full blown Nazi who was
installed after the CIA and US State Department effected a violent coup to oust a



democratically elected administration before silencing and jailing the opposition party
leaders and turning off the real news in the country. And this isn‘t news? Why?‖
Former U.S Marine Corps Intelligence Officer Scott Ritter confirmed that the Bucha
massacre in Ukraine was carried out by the Ukrainian Armed Forces.

D. The Real News for Wed. 20 April 2022:




















Where was the Director of Beijing China CDC? The same director who made a quarter
of billion on PCR test.... and had his country unnecessarily locked down. word is... He
and his wife are missing since last Saturday
A Planned Global Food Crisis was fast growing as sanctions against Russia has
produced global fuel and fertilizer shortages and Canada shut down all chicken farms in
the country due to a so-called virus.
US Hospitals, doctors and medical staff have participated in Mass Genocide: The
Sequel to the Fall of the Cabal, Part 22 Hospital Mass Murder:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/pOk5Z7bEPrB2/
Secret Service seizes more than $102 million in crypto assets:
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/04/19/secret-service-seizes-more-than-102-million-incrypto-assets.html
Queen breaks cover ahead of birthday with surprise helicopter trip - 'Closer to
Philip': https://www.express.co.uk/news/royal/1598494/queen-elizabeth-ii-birthdayprince-philip-windsor-castle-sandringham-helicopter-health
Dan Ball from OAN just called for military tribunals for all of the fake news media
who have been lying to us for decades. ―What the mainstream media has done is
treasonous and we should take every single CEO that‘s allowed it, every single host, and
put em‘ in a military tribunal for treason to this nation, because they constantly have
lied.‖
It‟s getting closer for the Deep State to shut down the Internet. Remember, Obama
put in place a Kill Switch for the Internet. The Deep State was now in panic across the
globe. In due time the Davos Group would come into the Kill Box.
UK court has issued an order to extradite WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange to the
United States where he will face a 175 year sentence for publishing American war
crimes. The decision will now move to UK Home Secretary Priti Patel for approval – the
defense has until May 18 to make submissions.
Michael Sussmann Will Change His Plea to “Guilty” Before His Trial Starts on May
16 2,000 Mules Will Blow The Lid Off of a Massive Nationwide Criminal RICO
Conspiracy: https://resistthemainstream.org/end-the-maskmandates/?utm_source=telegram
Musk‟s New „Complex‟ Plan to Takeover Twitter Underway, Cryptic Tweet Reveals
Move Coming Next Week: https://resistthemainstream.org/musks-new-complex-plan-









to-takeover-twitter-underway-cryptic-tweet-reveals-move-coming-nextweek/?utm_source=telegram
Mike Tyson floats theory that homeless people are being kidnapped and hunted by
the rich while smoking weed: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10733551/MikeTyson-floats-bizarre-theory-homeless-people-kidnapped-hunted-rich.html
Watch the Water!! Do not drink tap water! Drink toxic free water. Filter your water!
It‘s sad what they have done with the natural water. They are adding so many substances
that can destroy our organism. Don‘t drink city or county water. Anywhere in the
country. Anywhere in the world. Not even ―filtered‖ from the faucet. Don‘t let your kids
drink from the fountains. Learn how to clean your water for you and your family, make
this system that will save your life from many diseases! Check your urine. It's telling you
a diagnosis. Protect yourself! Order here: https://cutt.ly/ySEYpsj
John F. Kennedy Jr.: The elite found out about President Trump's plan to give free
food, gas and support to his followers and they will block this product in the next 24
hours. This is your last chance to order the Trump Golden Card. Check availability here:
https://bit.ly/TrumpGoldCard2024
The suppressed and top secret information from studies carried out by the CIA that
reveal the real holographic nature of our reality. https://t.me/officlaltruthsocial

E. A Dark to Light Message from Q – Trust the Plan: https://t.me/Survivor_Q
F. Russia‟s invasion of Ukraine was in reality, a war between Patriots for Freedom
Worldwide and Deep State Child Sacrifice Satan Worshippers who, in a quest for power,
wished to implement the New World Order Depopulation Agenda.







Stew Peters: ―The President of Ukraine is gay; owns a $40 million Florida mansion; is
deeply connected to Hollywood and established Elites; hosts a multitude of US funded
Bio-weapon labs; paid Hunter Biden millions in bribes; is a full blown Nazi who was
installed after the CIA and US State Department effected a violent coup to oust a
democratically elected administration before silencing and jailing the opposition party
leaders and turning off the real news in the country. And this isn‘t news? Why?‖
Former U.S Marine Corps Intelligence Officer Scott Ritter confirming the Bucha
massacre in Ukraine was carried out by the Ukrainian Armed Forces.
UKR Leaks Engineer: U.S.-led biolabs pose potential threats to people of Ukraine and
beyond. U.S.-led biolabs in Ukraine have carried out secret research for a long time,
posing potential threats to people of Ukraine & beyond, while locals were unaware of
this. This is my interview to the Chinese CCTV:
https://english.news.cn/20220414/0e3010deb95249418969ff876304b236/c.html
https://youtu.be/SC-tlxe9anI
Ukraine: The legendary assault battalion of the DPR "Somalia" makes a march through
Mariupol to "Azovstal" - residents greet the fighters on the streets.













The Azovstal Tunnel System under the industrial area in Mariupol was a sophisticated
network of tunnels and likely the reason for the slow progress in the area on the part of
Russian troops. Azov Nazis have taken civilians as human shields – pure evil war crimes.
More than 1,000 tons of humanitarian aid were brought to Ukraine and Donbass by
heavy trucks of the Russian Emergencies Ministry.
Many insiders have reported that the US Deep State Military was running the show in
Ukraine with the CIA and over ten thousand private Military mercenaries fighting a dark
covert war for the Cabal Deep State while training Ukraine millstone militias and
military.
Two helicopters carrying Deep State Black Hat US Military soldiers were shot down
while doing a rescue attempt on U.S. Underground Ground bunkers/Bio-weapon Labs
that housed very important Deep State Brigade Generals.
Among those taken prisoner by the Russians was a Deep State US Colonel, Brigadier
Major General and NATO French Foreign Legion Military
There were mass casualties to Deep State US NATO Military Forces inside Ukraine.
The last remaining Ukrainian Fuel Depot has been destroyed. Military stock piles of
munitions were running low.
Starlink satellites were much more than most think. They were Military high grade
particle beam weapons. Starlink has been tracking all Black Hat Military Operations
since the start.

G. Global Food, Fuel and Goods Shortages:







One-Third of Ukraine Farmland May Go Unplanted As Russia Begins 'Second
Phase' Of War. More bad news for the global food supply.
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/one-third-ukraine-farmland-may-go-unplantedrussia-begins-second-phase-war
German Industry Fears Immediate Russian Gas Ban:
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/german-industry-fears-immediate-russian-gas-ban
Canada has shut down all chicken farms due to “Avian Flu”
Putin claims that the West won't be able to replace Russian energy supplies.
Azure Standard was the largest independent food distributor in the USA. On Wed.
Morning 20 April the company's headquarters was completely destroyed by a
mysterious night fire.

H. Global Financial Crisis:


Netflix stock crashes over 30% at open. Yesterday, Elon Musk tweeted "woke mind
virus is making Netflix unwatchable."









It Is "Just A Matter Of Time" Before Gold Rises 5x Or More:
https://twitter.com/zerohedge/status/1516782639100923909?s=28&t=iz45PCLNR2Uou
W2BcRow8g
Secret Service seizes more than $102 million in crypto assets:
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/04/19/secret-service-seizes-more-than-102-million-incrypto-assets.html
Netflix shares are falling after losing subscribers. Netflix lost 200,000 subscribers in
the first quarter of 2022, the company said. It is expected to lose another two million
subscribers in the second quarter of 2022. This announcement led to a 25% drop in the
company's shares in over-the-counter trading. https://t.me/worldawakeningtruenews
Storm clouds over the global economy have darkened dramatically. Russia‘s
invasion of Ukraine has led to fundamental questions about Europe‘s dependence on
Russian energy and the continent‘s geopolitical stability. It has also significantly pushed
up commodity prices, exacerbating above-target inflation, and creating a serious risk that
longer-term expectations become unanchored. The First Bank To Forecast A US
Recession Now Warns To "Prepare For A Hard Landing"

I. International Child Sex Trafficking:




Evil Disney is killing our kids worldwide. Disney-branded hand sanitizers recalled due
to carcinogen concerns. https://www.cnn.com/2022/04/02/us/disney-hand-sanitizerrecall-trnd/index.html
Florida Governor Desantis has gone for the jugular at Disney, which has been
suspected of participating in a child sex trafficking ring with other global elites. Florida
Senate, with a 23-16 vote, has passed legislation ending Disney‘s tax privilege, selfgoverning power, and special exemption status. https://timcast.com/news/breakingflorida-senate-passes-legislation-ending-disneys-tax-privilege-self-governing-power-andspecial-exemption-status/

J. Durham Report:



Jim Jordan Rips Trump/Russia Conspiracy After Latest Durham Filing: ‗In Other
Words, It Was Made Up‘: https://newsyoucantrust.me/3rFvyz0
The verdict is in: The Trump slandering is a pack of lies. John Durham revealed that
claims a secret Donald Trump communication with a Russian bank claim is not true, like
other allegations. New York Post (https://nypost.com/2022/04/17/the-verdict-is-in-thetrump-slandering-is-a-pack-of-lies/

K. Covid/Vax Hoax:


Dr. Dean Burk PhD who spent 34 years at the National Cancer Institute has confirmed
that fluoridated water causes cancer.








Robert Kennedy Jr.: ―Pfizer, Merc and the others are convicted serial felons who have
paid $35 billion in penalties and killed hundreds of people. Merc knew their pill was
killing people and didn‘t tell anybody. Over a half million Americans have died and they
only paid $7 billion in fines while no one went to jail. In the US it‘s illegal to sue a
vaccine company.‖
Recording of AstraZeneca CEO Pascal Soriot „Millions of [Immune compromised]
People Can‟t Be Vaxxed': https://youtu.be/Lk0OJwZwE5g
Anthony Fauci's agency for the National Institutes of Health funded research in
China, tracking Chinese prostitutes as young as 16. The discovered studies, published
in 2012 and 2013, were conducted after the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases (NIAID) supported studies of the "killer" bat coronavirus at the Wuhan Institute
of Virology. Many believe that the laboratory run by the Communist Party of China is the
source of Covid-19 due to its ties to the military and controversial research to enhance the
function. A March 2013 study titled "Drug Use and Sex Work: Competing Risk Factors
for Newly Acquired HIV in Yunnan, China" is also funded by NIAID Fauci."This study
was supported by the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) of
the National Institutes of Health under the China Comprehensive AIDS Research
Program (CIPRA); the Twelfth Five-Year Plan; the National Natural Sciences
Foundation of China," the article says. https://thenationalpulse.com/2022/04/16/faucifunded-study-on-teenage-prostitutes-in-china/
The USA conducted experiments on psychiatric patients in Ukraine. "According to
the Russian Defense Ministry, the laboratory staff was ordered to remain silent and sign a
non-disclosure agreement. American scientists from the laboratory in Meref (Kharkiv
region) in the period from 2019 to 2021 conducted tests of potentially dangerous
biological drugs on patients of the regional clinical psychiatric hospital No. 3 in Kharkiv.
Persons with mental disorders by age, nationality and immune status were selected for the
experiments. Special forms were used to register the results of daily observation of
patients. The information was not entered into the hospital's database, and the staff of the
medical institution signed a non-disclosure agreement. In January 2022, the laboratory in
Meref was closed, and all equipment and drugs were taken to the west of Ukraine. There
are a number of witnesses to these inhumane experiments whose names cannot yet be
disclosed for their safety." https://thegoodcitizen.substack.com/p/us-biolabs-in-ukraineexperimented

L. Wars and Rumours of Wars:


Turkey has started a new week with a large-scale ground and air cross-border
offensive against Kurdish militants in northern Iraq. Along with artillery, T129B
helicopters, drones and F-16 fighter jets, Turkish special forces and elite special forces
units were also involved in the campaign, which reportedly struck targets of the
Kurdistan Workers' Party, or PKK, in the areas of Metin, Zap and Avashin Basyan in



northern Iraq. The cross-border action, dubbed Operation Clawed Castle, came a day
after Turkish Interior Minister Suleyman Soylu said: "We will save Syria and Iraq from
the hands of the United States and Europe and establish peace there."
https://www.arabnews.com/node/2065816/middle-east
The Army General tapped to take over as top U.S. commander in the Middle East
warned Senators that when Russian invaded Ukraine, it created broader instability into
the Middle East, including Syria. The Ukraine War would set off a Middle East War,
Balkans War, China/Taiwan War, India/China War, plus African and South American
Coups.

M. Mon. 19 April Gene Decode: https://youtu.be/vLQZL39c3_o They captured a US Colonel
who verified that the Black Hate US Military was running the war in Ukraine. The Durham
report will be the basis for Mass Arrests and Military Tribunals. The Russians have destroyed the
largest petro supplier in Ukraine, leaving them with no fuel to continue the war.
N. All Events Connected, White Hats:











The Jim Crow Law was created by the Deep State Democrats to control the voting
rights of the Nation. It created laws that suppressed organizations that supported freedom
of speech, voting and any government departments looking into pro-Jim Crow officials
who helped push the law forward through Embezzlement, Money laundering,
blackmailing of high officials.The Jim Crow laws protected the Democratic parties and
gave them a sure avenue to staying in Power.
Today Tues. 19 April 2022 House Democrats passed the NASA Bill. Hidden in the Bill
is HR-1 and HR-4 Bills which gives power to the Democratic party to manipulate the
Elections once again through NO voter ID rights.
These Bills put together in the NASA BILL allow the Democratic Party to stay in power
through various illegitimate laws.
All these Deep State planned Events were meant to take place – they are part of Events
connected to future Tribunals and full exposure.
Even now Courts were taking place at Gitmo and Cheyenne Mountain for the highest
classified cases.
All Events are connected: Maxwell Case, Elections, UN, Russia, Oil Lines, Ukraine,
Kazakhstan, Centralized Banks, the viruses, Big Pharma, Big Tech, Health Industries,
World Corporations, CIA, Human Trafficking, FBI corruption, Five Eyes, Vatican, UK
Majesty, ect.
Lin said people have to accept that we are at war right now. Today‘s wars are not fought
by storming the battlefield like yesterday wars: Trump is part of a military operation and
the Cabal had planned for decades the fall of America.























Obama did a lot of damage during his terms. When Clinton didn‘t win, they used the
virus in Trumps final term. It was all the cover they‘d need for election fraud. It was to
get everyone use to the new normal
Trump says that he got the vaccine done at record speed. He anticipated that the vaccines
would be approved by the FDA and MANDATED FOR ALL. So Trump countered in
order to get rid of the fear narrative, to allow America to reopen, to expose Big Pharma,
the CDC, election fraud, etc…
The vaccine would not be FDA approved, but deemed experimental, and most
importantly….. NOT mandatory. That is why you are seeing them heavily incentivize the
vaccine.
America was already in a delicate place… he had to weigh his options. A) Tell America
the vaccines meant to depopulate the world and enslave us. B) Or endorse it….
How that would have played out:
A) A sitting president, warning America that they cannot trust the FDA, CDC, and all the
institutions they‘ve come to know and trust… How do your friends and family take it
when you tell them these things? It isn‘t always pleasant.
B) Allowing a biological weapon (with a low mortality rate) to be released on American
soil had advantages.
Allowing a biological weapon to be released did something crucial— For the first time in
history, all 50 states were placed under a disaster declaration. Additionally, thanks to
Bush Sr., America was already in a state of war since 9/11… we are still in a state of war.
Combine the disaster declarations & being in a state of war and Donald Trump has
wartime powers of the president. Look up what he can do when he has wartime powers.
Everything is not as it appears. Everything is done by THE BOOK. Covid also provides
white hats the perfect cover to carry out operations. As I‘ve said before, CGI &
prosthetics are amazing these days.
Keep in mind, there are a few very special executive orders that are still active. Two:
13848 Imposing certain sanctions in the event of foreign interference in a United States
Election and 13818-Blocking the Property of Persons Involved in Serious Human Rights
Abuse or Corruption
Not all is what it appears. In war, sometimes you have to choose between two bad
options. The alternative would have been eventually billions of people dying & it would
have been hell on earth.
God himself has intervened. Let‘s let him work & do everything we can to help him
along the way. These are of course my strong opinions based on the research I have done.
Unshakable Faith in Donald Trump.

O. Theory, Whiplash, Erem:








Crash has to happen on Biden's watch. Biden and Macron go at the same time. French
Election is Sunday. So crash happens this week before French Election.
When does the Queen die? She's in the helicopter on Thursday. 3 days of media
Blackout. 10 days mourning for commonwealth countries.
Sunday Biden is taken out with Macron. 10 days start then.
SEC Conf will be analyzed. Dark [10].
We come back online and all crypto crashes because regulation has happened in the 10
days of darkness.
Then Phoenix rises from the ashes when the darkness clears!

P. Must Watch Videos:









This documentary goes in depth to present the facts about EMF sickness, the cover up
and the history of microwave radiation that effects us all. Join Q Army
https://t.me/Archangel_Q
Situation Update: Game Over! Trump Won! Thank You For Playing! Clinton's Death
Count! Jihad Pills & Nazis! Market Collapse Imminent! - We The People News | Opinion
- Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)
X22Report - Durham Is Releasing The MOAB! Ready To Play! America Will Be
Unified Again! - Must Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News
(beforeitsnews.com)
Deep State Being Attacked From All Angles Now! - On The Fringe Must Video |
Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)
New Charlie Ward & Ann Vandersteel: The Durham Investigation & Funding of
Corruption | Prophecy | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)

Q.“Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two
multiple personalities,” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr.
Colin Ross – Robert David Steele
Jenny Hill‟s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice YouTube http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped,
tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed
herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic
Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan appeared to be organized from the US Inc‘s
CIA, Queen Elizabeth‘s, Illuminati Banking families‘ and Vatican‘s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice
Cult on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded
by this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the

process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored
Republics of the world. It‘s no wonder that President Trump has stated, ―These people are sick.‖
R. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:
Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the
request of brave SRA Survivor-victims, who were witnesses and victims of pedophile, torture
and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists
implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff‘s offices and all the way up to the Attorney
General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally
organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.
There‘s certainly no help from US or other nation‘s government agencies, including the FBI or
CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual
abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.
To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or
international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why
local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily get away with the torture and murder of
thousands of children on a regular basis.
S. The following have been set up to report Crimes Against Children and incidents of
human trafficking, although I cannot verify as to the influence of Satanists within the
organizations:
https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signsof-human-trafficking
FBI Memphis (available 24 hours a day) (901) 747-4300
Submit an anonymous tip tips.fbi.gov.
National Human Trafficking Resources Center Hotline 1-(888)-373-7888.
U.S. Immigration/ Customs Enforcement (ICE): https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form
Federal Human Trafficking Website: https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/
Called to Rescue 855-646-5484 http://www.calledtorescue.org/
Tim Ballard at Operation Underground Railroad: https://ourrescue.org/
Saving Innocence: https://savinginnocence.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end
US: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline 1-800-422-4453

USNCMEC Urgent victim help 24-Hour Hotline: 1-800-843-5678
Contact Interpol: https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL
https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help
Europol Tipline Tel.: +31 70 302 5000 https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime
EU Hotlines: https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/nationalhotlines_en
Global: Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers:
https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers
Human Trafficking Help and Resources: https://trafficking.help/us/
UK: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline BBC Action Line
T. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about
the Children
It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and
traumatized children who in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite
Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.
The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to
pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking
Ring run by these global elites.
Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from
Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right
next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives
to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32
mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs
U. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and
articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing
truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was
rampant in our international society.
The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do
their own research and decide whether or not it was valid.
I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several
Dinar Websites. It is my understanding that by linking into the Safe Link Website it will generate
a Non Disclosure Agreement to sign in order to obtain redemption/ exchange appointments.

After signing that Non Disclosure I will be unable to email, post or talk to anyone about the
exchange process for at least 90 days, so I will be going silent and taking that time to get my
humanitarian project organized and going.
This is not a goodbye. I expect to be working with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you
how much I have enjoyed getting to know you. You will remain in my heart forever.
A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown;
to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady
who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the
underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel
on pedophilia to help us Save the Children.
Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts
and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all.
Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the
power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy
Updates for the Week Prior:
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of April 20, 2022
Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of April 19, 2022
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of April 19, 2022
Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of April 18, 2022
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of April 18, 2022
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of April 17, 2022
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of April 16, 2022
Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of April 15, 2022
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of April 15, 2022
Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of April 14, 2022
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of April 14, 2022
Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of April 13, 2022
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of April 13, 2022

